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Abstract
This paper describes a comprehensive study on social net-
works of weblogs integrated with analysis of users’ reading
behavior. The analyzed data are obtained from a Japanese
weblog hosting service, Doblog. Four kinds of social networks
are generated and analyzed: citation, comment, trackback,
and blogroll networks. In addition, the user log data are used
to identify readership relations among bloggers. After analy-
sis of more than 50,000 users for about two years, we reveal
some interactions between social relations and readership re-
lations. We first show that bloggers read other weblogs on
a regular basis (50% of weblogs that are read at least three
times are read every five times a user logs in). We call this re-
lation a regular reading relation (RR relation). Then, predic-
tion of RR relations is done using features from the four kinds
of social networks. Lastly, information diffusion on RR rela-
tions is analyzed and characterized. Our findings provide an
overview of social relations and reading behavior. The results
support those of existing studies of social network analysis on
the blogosphere.
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1. Introduction
Web logs (blogs, or weblogs) constitute a prominent social
medium on the internet that enables users to publish individ-
ual experiences and opinions easily. Numerous studies have
examined weblogs, especially addressing their social aspects:
Bloggers read other blogs and leave comments and send track-
backs as they update their own blogs. Users might mention
other blogs in their postings, and express their suggested con-
tacts in blogrolls (a sidebar within a particular blog listing the
other blogs the blogger frequents). These activities present
an interwoven record of multiple relationships among blogs
(sometimes called a multiplex graph in sociology), which is an
interesting source of information to characterize user behav-
ior, community structure, and information diffusion.

To date, various studies have specifically examined social
network aspects of weblog authors. C. Marlow collected hy-
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perlinks and blogrolls from weblog entries, and applied social
network analysis to them [15]. L. Adamic and N. Glance stud-
ied the link patterns and discussion topics of political bloggers
[1]. Among several studies that analyzed social networks on
the blogosphere, some have used citation (mention of urls in
the posting) to show relations among blogs; others have used
blogrolls or trackbacks as evidence of relations. At least one
study has surveyed comment relations among bloggers [11].

Another important relation exists among bloggers: reader-
ship relations. Readership relations are not observable through
publicly available data, but they are an important source
of information because bloggers read other blogs and write
their own blogs. The importance of readership relations is
described in the literature (such as [6, 18]). A recent study
has analyzed the structural properties of weblog readership
networks [16].

Although those studies reveal various interesting findings
related to the social networks of weblogs, no comprehensive
study of them has examined all social and behavioral relations
simultaneously. A comparison among different relations pro-
vides the general overview of each relation and its associated
pattern of interaction. For this study, we analyze multiple so-
cial networks of weblogs: citation, comment, trackback, and
blogroll networks. Subsequently, user log data are used to
identify readership relations among bloggers. Therefore, five
types of social and behavioral networks are analyzed in this
paper. We use the database of a blog-hosting service in Japan
called Doblog1.

Analyses of 1.5 million entries made by more than 50,000
users for about two years reveal interesting interactions in-
volving social relations and readerships. This paper describes
salient aspects of the following analysis.

• We first illustrate the four kinds of social networks and
characterize them.

• Bloggers read some blogs on a regular basis. We can
discern these behaviors quantitatively: 50% of weblogs
that are read at least three times are read every five
times a user logs in, and 80% of weblogs are read every
13 times. We call this relation a regular reading relation
(RR relation).

• Link prediction of RR relations is done using features

1 Doblog (http://www.doblog.com/), provided by NTT
Data Corp. and Hotto Link, Inc.



from the four kinds of social networks. Some attributes
(such as graph distance) and some networks (blogrolls
and citations) are demonstrably useful for predicting
RR relations.

• Information diffusion through RR relations is analyzed
and characterized. Some information is likely to be
conveyed through RR relations. Generally, information
propagates in a shorter time and with higher probability
through RR relations than through non-RR relations.

Our findings provide an overview of social relations and read-
ing behavior. Moreover, these results support those of exist-
ing studies of social network analyses of the blogosphere.

This paper is organized as follows: the next section de-
scribes related studies. We then explain the definition of so-
cial relations among blogs in Section 3. We also define the
RR relation and characterize it with social relations in Sec-
tion 4. In Section 5, we produce a model to infer the existence
of RR relations as a link prediction problem. We analyze in-
formation diffusion through RR relations and show the effect
of RR relations in Section 6. After a discussion of analytical
limitations in Section 6, we conclude the paper.

2. Related works
Many studies have specifically undertaken analysis of the bl-
ogosphere as a social medium: trend detection, network anal-
ysis, user profiling, and splog (spam blog) detection. In this
section, we introduce several works that are closely related to
ours.

Several studies have analyzed social networks that exist in
the blogosphere: C. Marlow collected citations and blogrolls
on weblog entries in the Blogdex project and applied social
network analysis to reveal the social structure of weblogs [15].
L. Adamic and N. Glance study the link patterns (citations
and blogrolls) and discussion topics of political bloggers [1].
This study detected differences in the behaviors of politically
liberal and conservative blogs, with conservative blogs link-
ing to each other more frequently. Lento et al. conduct data
analyses regarding the Wallop system and compares users
who remain active to those who do not [11]. Similarly to our
work, the use of data from the hosting service enables them
to detect social ties such as comment relations and invitation
relations, which are usually impossible to obtain. G. Mishne
and N. Glance analyze blog comments [17]. Those studies
extract some relations among blogs and produce a social net-
work for analysis.

Social networks are used for several applications such as
blog/entry ranking and community detection: E. Adar et al.
proposes a ranking algorithm called iRank, which is based on
implicit routes of information transmission as well as explicit
links [3]. For community detection, Y. Lin et al. seek interest-
ing aspects of social relations [14]. They develop a computa-
tional model for mutual awareness that incorporates specific
action types including commenting and changing blogrolls.
The mutual awareness feature is used for community extrac-
tion. The social network also provides information for blog
classification; P. Kolari et al. investigates splogs [9] and con-
cludes that although ordinal blogs show a power-law distri-
bution when counting citations, splogs deviate from that pat-
tern.

Several studies have investigated weblog relationships and
real-world relationships: J. Cummings et al. discusses online

and offline social interactions [5]. Computer-mediated com-
munication (in particular, e-mail) is less valuable for build-
ing and sustaining close social relationships than face-to-face
contact and telephone conversations. R. Kumar et al. inves-
tigates profiles of more than one million livejournal.com blog-
gers in 2004, and analyzes users’ demographic and geographic
characteristics [10]. More recently, Ali-Hasan and L. Adamic
find interesting characteristics of bloggers’ online and real-life
relationships [4]. They investigate three blog communities
using an online survey, which reveals that few blogging inter-
actions reflect close offline relationships; furthermore, many
online relationships were formed through blogging. The latest
online survey by C. Marlow characterizes structural proper-
ties of the weblog readership network [16].

Nardi et al. conducted audiotaped ethnographic interviews
with 23 bloggers, with analysis of their blog posts [18]. The
motivations of blogging are enumerated. They provide good
insights that support the background of our research: blog-
gers write blogs to (1) update others on activities and where-
abouts, (2) express opinions to influence others, (3) seek oth-
ers’ opinions and feedback, (4) “think by writing”, and (5)
release emotional tension. Nardi et al. remark that

Our research leads us to speculate that blogging
is as much about reading as writing, and as much
about listening as talking. We specifically exam-
ined the production of blogs, but future research
will address blog readers and to assess the rela-
tions between blog writers and blog readers pre-
cisely.

In the following section, we investigate relations between blog
writers and readers from a social network perspective.

3. Four social networks among weblogs
In this section, we define four kinds of relations among blogs
and depict social networks defined by these relations. Then,
we define readership relations among blogs; the social network
is shown as well.

We consider four types of relations that can exist between
two blogs:

Citation We define that there is a citation relation from A
to B if an entry of blog A includes a hyperlink to blog
B.

Blogroll We assert a blogroll relation from A to B if a blogroll
(a list of weblogs in the front page) of A includes blog B.
As with other relations, blogrolls can be changed over
time.

Comment A comment relation from A to B pertains if the
blogger of blog A comments on blog B. Usually com-
ment relations are difficult to obtain: We must identify
a user who posted the comment, which is infeasible us-
ing only publicly available data.

Trackback A trackback relation from A to B exists if an en-
try of blog B contains a back-reference by the trackback
function to blog A.

These relations are mentioned in [15] and other literature. We
call these four relations social relations because the relations
are publicly observable and therefore involve some degree of
social consciousness and manifestation.



Fig. 1: Citation social network

Relation n (GCC*) k L C
citation 472 (404) 981 4.01 0.179
blogroll 918 (833) 2312 4.13 0.162

comment 947 (875) 3301 3.63 0.163
trackback 420 (364) 697 4.02 0.166

*We show the number of nodes in the giant connected com-
ponent (GCC).

Table 1: Network indices on social networks

All four relations are directed. We consider the direction in
our study. We can use some thresholds (minimum number of
times) to define citation, comment, and trackback relations;
however, in this paper we set the threshold as 1. Therefore,
if at least one citation, comment, or trackback relation is ap-
parent, we regard the two blogs as having a correspondent
relationship. Throughout the paper, use blog A and blogger
(or a user) A interchangeably; usually a blog is owned and
maintained by a blogger. Consequently, the manifest rela-
tions among blogs can be inferred to reflect relations among
bloggers.

We can illustrate the networks consisting of either relation.
Figures 1–4 depict social networks among users that have
been detected by citations, blogrolls, comments, and track-
backs. For illustration, we use data of the 2,648 bloggers who
are the most active in Doblog. Although they comprise only
5% of Doblog users, their data constitute 59% bookmarks,
64% comments, and 64% trackbacks of the entire dataset:
The entire dataset consists of 1,540,077 entries by 52,976 users
from October 2003 to June 2005. These figures reveal that
the comment network is dense and that the trackback net-
work is thinnest among the four networks. All four networks
have a dense core in the middle, with isolated groups in the
periphery.

The network indices are shown in Table 1. In the table, n

Fig. 2: Blogroll social network

citation blogroll comment trackback
citation – – – –
blogroll 0.283 – – –

comment 0.364 0.432 – –
trackback 0.338 0.182 0.302 –

RR network 0.194 0.350 0.347 0.149

Table 2: QAP correlations

is the number of nodes that are involved in each relationship
among 2,648 bloggers, and k is the number of edges. Follow-
ing [21], L is the characteristic path length, which is defined
as the average distance between two nodes on the network,
and C is the clustering coefficient, defined as the chance that
two friends are themselves friends. We can see that C is al-
most the same for the four networks, and L is slightly small
for the comment network.

Table 2 shows the QAP correlation of the social networks
[20]: if the QAP correlation is higher (up to 1.0), then the two
networks are more similar. The comment network and the
blogroll network are similar; in addition, the citation network
and the comment network are similar. Because blogroll and
comment relations are sometimes created among friends and
acquintances, the networks have high correlations each other.

4. Readership network
In this section, we define the readership relations and analyze
the user log.

4.1 Behavioral relation
We define behavioral relations (in contrast to social relations)
as relations that are observable only from the user log. Be-
havioral relations are not recognizable from the public data.
They include the readership relations between two weblogs,
direct messaging, invitation, and so on. In this paper, we



Fig. 3: Comment social network

specifically examine the readership relation because reading
other blogs is the most dominant identifiable activity of blog-
gers other than writing their own blogs; it well reflects users’
interests and information-seeking behavior.

Examining the user log, we can recognize which blog a user
browses and when; various criteria can be used to define the
readership. For instance, we can define a readership relation
as a user browsing another blog at least once. Alternatively,
we can set a certain threshold for the number of repeated
browsings.

In order to provide the overview, we first show some fig-
ures on reading behavior. Figure 6 illustrates how often a
readership relation exists when other social relations exist.
The figure shows the probability of reading relations (at least
once) against the number of common neighbors between two
bloggers on a social network. For example, if there are 10
bloggers who receive/make comments from blogger A and B,
the probability of blogger A reading blog B is about 50%.
Blogroll and citation relations induce users to read because
they create a hyperlink that easily guides a user to the other
blog.

Figure 7 shows the effect of distance on a social network
to the readership relation. The probability of reading the
blog decreases rapidly as the distance increases. The respec-
tive probabilities of comments and blogrolls are even more
sensitive to the distance. In contrast, citations and track-
backs are less sensitive to the distance. We can assume that
comments and blogrolls are likely to be made within a com-
munity or among intimate friends. Consequently, the long
distances that are shown in these relations indicate that the
two bloggers are in different communities; the bloggers are
little interested in reading each other’s blogs.

4.2 Regularly reading weblogs
We analyze the frequency of a bloggers reading other we-
blogs. Some users write weblogs everyday, but others write
less. Therefore, we normalize the time interval by the average
interval of login to Doblog. In this way, we can see how often

Fig. 4: Trackback social network

a blogger reads other blogs when logged in to the system.
Figure 8 shows the normalized interval of users reading

other weblogs. The value of 1.0 indicates that the interval is
equivalent to the average interval of the user login; in other
words, the user always reads the weblog when logged in to
the system. About 50% of the blogs (that are read at least
three times) are read by a user every five times that the user
logs in. In addition, 80% of the blogs are browsed by a user
within 13 sessions (logged in periods).

The interval of reading behavior follows the Poisson distri-
bution. Presume that a user reads another weblog λ times
on average in the unit time length. Then the distribution of
the interval follows an exponential distribution f(t) = λe−λt.
However, λ is dependent on the weblog; a user might often
read interesting weblogs while others do not do so very of-
ten. Therefore, we can see that the Fig. 8 does not fit an
exponential distribution: it is more long-tailed.

We define a weblog regularly reading relation as follows:

Regularly Reading (RR) We say that blogger A has an
RR relation with blog B if blogger A reads blog B more
frequently than every m times the blogger logs in.

In this paper we set m=5. It corresponds to about the half
of blogs that are read more than three times 2. We designate
the blogs that show an RR relation with blogger A as RR
blogs of A.

As a visual basis for description, we show a social net-
work implied by an RR relation in Fig. 5. The network is
much denser than the other social networks described above,
which shows the intensity of reading. The relation detected
by user logs is much stronger than publicly observable so-
cial relations. Among all citation, blogroll, comment, and
trackback relations, the RR relations account respectively
for 467/981 (47.6%), 1291/2312 (55.8%), 1529/3301 (46.3%),
and 303/697 (43.5%). The RR relations have the highest cor-
relation with blogrolls as shown in Table 2. Among the entire
2 In our analyses, the trend does not change if we use a

different value for m.



User 9535 and
User 12804

Both have cats as pets. User 9535 often sends a comment to the entries of User 12804. They
upload photographs of their cats and comment that “This pose is very pretty!”, “Cats are
fun to watch. They are always mysterious.” and so on.

User 10365 and
User 5461

They are friends offline, and often exchange comments. “I followed your advice, and painted
my nails pink!”, “I’m jealous. I want a denim skirt, too!”, and so on.

User 25027 and
User 27145

They often write about music. User 27145 put an entry “Please tell me your favorite songs
related to the moon or stars.”, and User 25027 post an entry in reply “My memorable songs
related to the moon or stars” with sending a trackback.

Table 3: Typical examples of RR relations

Fig. 5: A social network by RR relations

5829 RR relations, 3757 relations (64.5%) do not correspond
to any of the four relations: RR relations sometimes hold for
very popular blogs, typically known as “A-list” blogs.

Table 3 presents typical examples of RR relations. In the
first case, two users share an interest in cats. They commu-
nicate on topics related to their cats. In the second case, the
users are friends offline, and exchange comments about cos-
metics. The third case illustrates two users sharing interests
in music. We can see that users show intimacy to others in
these cases.

5. Link prediction of regularly reading
What causes users to regularly read other blogs? We can
build a recommendation of blogs for each user if we can create
a model and predict whether a user will regularly read a blog
or not. In this section, we describe the algorithm and results
of the prediction using a machine-learning approach.

Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg propose a link prediction prob-
lem [13]: Given the network, the task is to predict whether a
link exists or not (or a link will be generated or not). If we can
predict whether RR relations hold between two weblogs from
their social relations, then we can generate a social network
of RR relations using publicly available data.

We can generate a number of attributes between two users
based on their network topology; for example, the distance of

Fig. 6: Number of common neighbors and probability of read-
ing relation (defined by browsing at least once)

two users in the blogroll network, or the number of common
neighbors in the citation network. Although several studies
have examined link prediction [7], Liben-Nowell and Klein-
berg test various attributes; we use those that are reported
to be effective:

• Adamic/Adar:
P

z∈Γ(x)∩Γ(y) 1/ log |Γ(z)|

• graphic distance: length of shortest path between x and
y

• common neighbors: |Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)|

• Jaccard’s coefficient: |Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)|/|Γ(x) ∪ Γ(y)|

• preferential attachment: |Γ(x)| · |Γ(y)|

We denote a set of neighbors of x in the network as Γ(x). We
prepare these attributes for four social networks: citation,
blogroll, comment, and trackback networks.

We construct a decision tree using C4.5 [19] using these
attributes. Our dataset consists of 6000 pairs of RR blogs
as positive examples. We also use the same number of neg-
ative examples, for which two weblogs do not show an RR
relation. The performance is measured using leave-one-out
cross-validation. Note that we do not use information of a
direct relation between blog A and blog B when predicting
the RR relation from A to B because we seek to predict a
possible RR relation when no recognizable relation exists be-
tween A and B.

The results are shown respectively in Table 4 for predicting
RR blog. If we use all features, the precision is about 0.70 and
the recall is 0.55 in both cases, yielding the F -measure of 0.62.



Fig. 7: Distance versus probability of reading relation (de-
fined by browsing at least once)

Fig. 8: Interval of reading

These figures are not high because there are an equal number
of positive and negative examples. However, some interest-
ing findings are available to illustrate the performance by
selection of attributes. In that table, we show performances
using features of either Adamic/Adar, graph distance, com-
mon neighbors, Jaccard’s coefficient, and preferential attach-
ment on the four social networks. In addition, we show the
performances in cases using all features of citation, blogroll,
comment, and trackback networks.

Among the five types of features, graph distance shows the
highest precision: the distance from blog A to blog B is a good
index to predict RR relations. If weblogs are within a short
distance to a user (on multiple social networks), they have a
high probability of being read regularly by a user. The impli-
cations gained using this measure correspond to the social be-
havior of ordinary users, as described in [8] and [18]: The or-
dinary blogs (compared to A-list blogs) are densely intercon-
nected within the community and are linked sparsely to other
blogs. On the other hand, preferential attachment brings the
highest recall. This results indicates that blogs with many
incoming citations, blogrolls, comments, and trackbacks have
a large audience, as shown partly in [15]. Therefore, if we
want to make a precise recommendation, we can show a user
blogs with a proximity of social relations. If a user seeks an

Features Precision Recall F -measure
all features 0.700 0.549 0.615
Adamic/Adar 0.580 0.705 0.637
graph distance 0.814 0.365 0.504
common neighbors 0.609 0.278 0.381
Jaccard’s coefficient 0.617 0.252 0.357
preferential attachment 0.572 0.760 0.653
citation 0.699 0.138 0.230
blogroll 0.760 0.293 0.420
comment 0.712 0.442 0.539
trackback 0.601 0.193 0.291

Table 4: Precision and recall of link prediction for RR rela-
tion
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Fig. 9: Decision tree of RR blogs

exhaustive list of potentially interesting blogs, we can present
blogs with numerous incoming links in the community.

Among the four social networks, the blogroll network shows
the highest precision. The comment network, which produces
the best recall, works comparably; comments are the explicit
signal of user interests, so the comment relation works well
in a transitive manner when detecting a user’s interest. As
already shown in Table 2, the blogroll network and the com-
ment network have a higher correlation than other pairs. Al-
though comment relations are usually unidentifiable, blogroll
relations might serve as a good proxy of comment relations.
The trackback network functions worst when predicting RR
relations, perhaps because users often do not use trackbacks
(as apparent from the sparse nature of the trackback net-
work), and also because of the prevalence of trackback spam
messages.

Figure 9 shows the obtained decision tree using all features
to classify RR blog. In those decision trees, the highly influ-
ential relation occupies the upper position as a node: We can
see that the graph distance on blogrolls and comments has
a high impact. The Adamic/Adar measure on comments is
also important. Generally, blogrolls and comments have high
predictive power for RR blogs. This is reflected in the results
of performance using each feature.

6. Information diffusion on regular reading chan-
nels

Several studies have examined how information diffuses through
online social networks (such as [12]). In weblog networks,
links are either explicit or implicit. Adar et al. focuses on



urls mentioned in the posting, and uses a machine-learning
approach to detect implicit relations between two blogs [2].
In our study, we have useful relations for detecting diffusion:
readership relations. Using those relations, we then investi-
gate information diffusion on the readership network. Con-
cretely, inspired by Adar’s method, the diffusion of urls on
RR relations is analyzed in this section.

Our analysis is twofold. We seek to answer two questions:
(i) How likely is information to diffuse between two blogs with
and without RR relations? (ii) What kind of information is
likely to diffuse through RR relations? In both cases, inclu-
sion of a url in an entry is analyzed. We conjecture that the
url information is propagated from blog A to blog B if blog
A mentions a url and, subsequently blog B (which is in some
close proximity to blog A) mentions the same url. We define
the distance as two for all of the four social networks. Al-
though this is only a rough approximation, the general trend
is apparent from the analysis.

Figure 10 shows the time for a url to be propagated among
two blogs that mention the same url. When the RR relation
holds, in about 60% of cases, the url diffuses within 200 h
(about eight days). In contrast, with no RR relation, the
url diffuses in less than 30% of cases, and does not reach
greater than 50% diffusion in 1000 h (about 40 days). This
result seems straightforward; we can understand that if a user
is regularly reads other blogs, the information on the blog
diffuses in a shorter time and with higher probability. Still,
we can assess the effectiveness of RR relations quantitatively
from this result.

Table 6 shows some examples of urls that are diffused more
on RR relations and less on RR relations. In RR relations, we
can find urls for entertainment web pages such as horoscopes,
and some technology sites on the web. On the other hand,
information propagated less on RR relations includes news
articles, a web page of TV programs, and products. These are
effects of mass media and the large number of advertisements
propagated online.

It is apparent that RR relations tend to convey informa-
tion that is interesting to particular users or to a particular
community. Some information propagates well through RR
relations, and ultimately diffuses. Depending on the type of
information, social relations on the blogosphere can exert a
great effect on information diffusion.

7. Discussion
In this study, we used log data on Doblog. This research has
several limitations that are intrinsic to the data: the sam-
ple users are not representative of all blog users; we did not
crawl the internet to obtain weblog data from the entire web.
For that reason, the characteristics of social relations and
behavioral patterns might differ globally. Similarly to other
studies analyzing data in a single blog service such as [11]
and [15], it is important to analyze the data integrated with
publicly available data in the future. The nature of communi-
ties depends on system architectures and user characteristics.
Therefore, comparative research would be promising, such as
Ali-Hasan’s work on US, Kuwait, and UAE blogs [4].

In other studies (such as [3], [10] and [15]), social rela-
tions among weblogs are analyzed through examination of
blogrolls and citations. Although other relations exist, such
as comments and trackbacks, the usage of two relations is a
feasible approach: Trackbacks are less numerous, and have
little predictive power of RR relations. Comments give use-

Fig. 10: Interval of posting between RR blogs (We have re-
spectively investigated 699 and 9682 pairs of RR blogs and
non-RR blogs)

ful information on predicting RR relations, but show higher
correlation with blogrolls. We are interested in conducting
analyses with the network combined such relations with the
weight of links.

In Section 6, we showed analysis of information diffusion
on RR relations. However, we note the following possibil-
ities: we use urls because they are easily identifiable, but
information is rarely represented in the form of urls; users do
not mention the url in their entries even if the information
of the url is propagated; the information might propagate
from other blogs over a long distance, or media other than
weblogs, which causes coincidental detection of information
propagation.

Future research will be undertaken: (i) to propose mea-
sures that characterize types of information propagated on
RR relations, and (ii) to detect key persons on the multiple
social networks.

8. Conclusions
This study has examined the interaction between social rela-
tions and behavioral relations (regularly reading) on Doblog
users. We first described that about 50% of the blogs (visited
at least once) are read by users every five times that the user
logs in. Then we showed a predictive method of such RR rela-
tions, and described the important attribute types and social
relations for the prediction. Finally, we explained how RR re-
lations contribute to information diffusion and characterized
the urls that are likely to be conveyed in RR relations.

Several issues require further analysis, but we believe that
we have shown a comprehensive overview of social relations
(citation, blogroll, trackback, and comment) that can be asso-
ciated with readership relations. Our study provides insight
into multiple social networks among weblogs and supports
the usage of publicly available relations, i.e. blogrolls and
citations. Future studies will include a comparative study
of different weblog hosting services for investigation of the
generality of our findings.



URL / description
less on RR http://headlines.yahoo.co.jp/hl?a=20050201-00000111-yom-soci

A city news article in Yahoo! Japan.
http://www.howl-movie.com/

The official website of a “Miyazaki movie” Howl’s Moving Castle.
http://www.itmedia.co.jp/mobile/articles/0402/23/news007.html

An article about Docomo, the largest cell-phone company in Japan, introducing a flat rate.
http://www.nhk.or.jp/asadora/

An web page of the well-known NHK TV drama, updated weekly.
http://www.apple.com/jp/macmini/

An introduction of Mac min on Apple’s website.
http://www.watch.impress.co.jp/game/docs/20050517/sce.htm

News article about the release of Playstation 3.
more on RR http://u-maker.com/38267.html

A website for predicting one’s personality.
http://marylou.m78.com/lastword/

“What would you say last”: fortune-telling of the last of your life.
http://www.geocities.co.jp/Milkyway-Aquarius/7075/trainman1.html

A complete survey of Train man, a love romance story of an otaku and a beautiful lady,
which actually occurred online
http://imari.livedoor.biz/

A personal weblog about football.
http://www.seo-association.com/

A web page of SEO competition.

Table 5: Examples of urls that propagate through RR/non-RR blogs
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